Welcome to Barauni Refinery for

19th Activity Committee Meet

On

Advance Process Control, Blending Operations and Digital Transformation

at Barauni

14th & 15th Oct’ 2019

Organized by
Center for High Technology (Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas)
&
Indian Oil Corporation Limited, Barauni Refinery

Venue:
Hotel Yuvraj Deluxe, Zero Mile, Barauni
PO: Bihat, Distt: Begusarai

Centre for High Technology (CHT) regularly organises activity committee meets (ACM) in association with oil companies in India on various topics of interest to the Refining Sector. The ACM provides a forum for interaction among the oil and gas engineers across India.

CHT is organising the 19th Activity Committee Meet on Advance Process Control, Optimization, Blending Operations and Digital Transformation in association with IOCL-Barauni Refinery during 14th to 15th October 2019 at Barauni.
ABOUT THE ORGANISERS
Centre for High Technology (CHT)
A satellite organisation of Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas, Government of India, was established in 1987 for development of indigenous capabilities to attain technological competence and self-reliance in the Refining Sector. Being the technical wing of Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas, CHT advises and implements scientific and technological programmes of the Government and also renders assistance to the downstream sector for achieving excellence and progress at par with best in the world. As a part of dissemination of information and pooling of experience to develop expertise in refining sector, CHT holds discussion- forums viz., Activity Committees, organises Workshops / Seminars as well as arranges for centralised technical assistance. ACM is part of CHT's endeavour for knowledge and information sharing in the Hydrocarbon Sector.

IOCL-Barauni Refinery
Barauni Refinery was built in collaboration with the Soviet Union at an initial cost of INR 49.4 Crores and went on-stream in July’1964. Present capacity of the refinery is 6.0 MMTA.
It was dedicated to the Nation by the then Union Minister for Petroleum, Prof. Humayun Kabir in Jan’1965. Matching secondary processing facilities such as Residue Fluidized Catalytic Cracker (RFCC), Diesel Hydro Treating (DHDT), Coker, Hydrogen Generation Units, MS Quality up-gradation unit, biturox Unit, Sulphur Recovery Units (SRU) have been added. Recently, a new Prime-G unit has been commissioned to enable the refinery to produce BS-VI compatible MS.
Barauni Refinery is undergoing major expansion (BR-9) to increase the capacity of the refinery to 9 MMTPA. Under BR-9 expansion and for BS-VI related up-gradations multiple projects are under construction.
Places to Visit:
• Jai Mangla Temple
• Nau Lakha Temple
• Kanwar Lake Bird Sanctuary
• Nalanda (97 km)
• Bodh Gaya (185 km)

Hotels to Stay in Barauni / Begusarai:
• Hotel Yuvraj Deluxe, (Venue of ACM)
  Contact Person: Mr. Baiju George
  Tel: 06243-265542 / 264780
  Mob: 9430951900

• Hotel Samrat,
  (Distance from Venue: Approx. 100 m)
  Contact Person: Mr. Manoj Kumar
  (06243-26-5534)

• Hotel Tahiti Resort,
  (Distance from Venue: Approx. 8 km)
  Contact: 06243-247248/267249

• ACM Venue: Hotel Yuvraj Deluxe,
  Zero Mile, Barauni
  PO: Bihat, Distt: Begusarai
  Tel: 062432655254
  Mob: 9430951900

How to reach:
From Patna Airport to Barauni:
Distance: 123 km,
Mode of travel: Taxi, Train, Bus

From Barauni Railway station:
Distance: 4km
Mode of travel: Taxi

From Begusarai Railway Station/ Bus stand to Barauni
Distance: 20km
Mode of travel: Taxi

Contact Person from IOCL, Barauni Refinery:
• Sri Kinshuk Sen
  Contact No: 7479697803
  06243-27-5401
  kingshuks@indianoil.in

• Sri Vikram Xavier Baba
  Contact No. 9430090458
  06243-27-5410
  babavx@indianoil.in

• Sri Kritikant Kumar
  Contact No. 9471994909
  06243-27-5417
  kumark1@indianoil.in

• Sri Natrajan Kumar
  Contact No. 7389248129
  06243-27-5446
  kumarnatrajan@indianoil.in